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The application of psychology in warfare for military gains is as old as war itself. The target has 

been mind – thought process than the body. There have been various forms of communications 

used to influence the thinking, attitudes and perceptions of the enemy or any other party 

concerned. The subject has evolved over period being called from ‘Psychological Warfare’ or ‘War 

Propaganda’ or ‘Psychological Operations (PSYOPS)’ to modern days of ‘Communications 

Operations’ or ‘Operation Information’ or ‘Cognitive Warfare’.  

 

While, it has been proven so effective in every theater of war that it has evolved from paper 

(leaflets, stamps, postal stationary, posters) based communication to modern world of 

electronics (internet, websites, social media) based communication, its success is seldom 

mentioned in citations of victory. Out of all these the word ‘Propaganda’ has been most hated 

terminology which is the subject of this article in context of WW2 involving India (Indian Troops, 

Allied troops stationed in India and people of India). 

 

The article shows glimpse of various means used during WW2 against Indian troops fighting in 

various theaters of war. Propaganda was used by both Allied forces against Indian National Army 

(INA/IIL) soldiers which were mostly recruited from prisoners of war by Japanese and German 

army and Axis forces against Indian troops part of British forces deployed in Middle East, Europe, 

and Far East Asia. Not to forget propaganda was also extensively used to influence general people 

of India to support the war cause of Allied forces by British and by Axis forces to revolt against 

British rule in India.  

 

While psychology (using sound and paper-based means) to influence mindsets and win war had 

been used for ages, it had never been so creative, colorful, attractive, and exploiting as it was 

during WW2. I have always been fascinated by creativity of human imagination which seems no 

bound. It has enticed me to collect postal and other items related to this topic. Given the vastness 

of this topic, there is never an end to it. You are always exploring, stumbling upon unknown or 

unpaid attention items and new discoveries (learnings) that you make. As an amateur collector 

this is my first attempt to do any write-up. Your suggestions are always welcome at my email 

address jbareria@gmail.com 
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Propaganda against Japan and Japanese (INA/Indian Soldiers) forces 
British issued various labels, postal stationery, and leaflets to influence public sentiments against 

advancing Japanese Army having Indian soldiers or Indian National Army which was using 

patriotic means to convince British Indian Army soldiers to either desert or fight against British 

rules. At the same time these were also used to warn people against evil designs of Japanese. 

 

 

Figure 1: An envelope sent from India to England in 1942 with propaganda label warning talking 

to strangers could be dangerous. While US used “Loose lips sink ships” slogans, British used 

“Careless talk cost lives” and various other slogans around it. 

 

 

Figure 2: Here is another envelope used in India which has different propaganda warning. 

 



 

Figure 3: This envelope was sent from India to USA in 1943 with printed propaganda. Showing 

axis forces specifically Japanese with slanted eyes and a face that resembles an animal (rat or 

monkey) was very commonly used to fear-monger general sentiments.   

 

 

 

Figure 4: An Airgaph sent in 1944 from India to England showing RAF pilots bombarding Japanese 

Emperor Hirohito. Such drawings (propaganda) were also used to make fun of Japanese and raise 

morale of allied forces and public at home.  

 



 

Figure 5: This is an uncoded Allied leaflet dropped in North-East India/Burma where British Indian 

Army was fighting against Japanese Army/Indian National Army. The leaflet uses Gandhi’s quote 

“TO INDIAN PATRIOTS. I WANT INDIANS TO OPPOSE JAPAN TO A MAN” on the back side. While 

on the front side it depicts Bose holding India in chains and passing them to a caricatured 

Japanese officer holding a bloody sword. British used innovative ways to put Indian leaders 

(Gandhi particularly) against Bose who was collaborating with Japanese even though the end goal 

of each leader was Indian Independence from British rule. British were threatened by opening of 

another front by Japanese this time close to India. The jewel of the crown was under threat. 

 

Figure 6: Here is another allied leaflet showing India (Tiger) along with allied nations attacking 

axis nations (Germany and Japan). 



Propaganda showing British as savior for India and the world 
This was another angle that needed to be enforced to boost morale of British and Indian troops 

fighting war in different parts of the world. British were providing safe passage and ensuring 

goods were delivered to the allied countries. The propaganda was needed to also ensure people 

and families at home and in conflict zone were felt safe and connected with their loved ones.  

 

Figure 7: The letter sent from Johore (part of Malaysia) to Tanjore (southern India) in 1941 with 

Arrived Safely label. Malaysia had sizeable population of Tamils sent by British earlier for rubber 

plantation. Indian population in Malaysia later donated whole heartedly to Indian National 

Army for war against British rule in India. 

 

 

Figure 8: The letter sent from Pudukottai (southern India) to Kualalampur (current capital of 

Malaysia) with similar Arrived Safely label. 



 

Figure 9: Shown above is a card showing Britain Delivers the Goods and Thanks to the British 

Navy slogan on front and BBC Radio World Service transmission frequency and timings. One of 

the broadcasts was for India, Burma, Malaya and Australia targeting Indian population. There 

were various such cards printed with various Indian and native languages and distributed. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Shown above is another such card printed on cardboard paper. 

 



War Effort and War Fund Related Propaganda  
British needed man, money, and materials to fight the war. India was the key to it. Various 

princely states and public contributed in all possible ways to fund the war which was not theirs. 

British government issued various war fund labels to show how funds were used to protect India 

and Indian interests. The labels were issued to show these were to defend India. 

 

 

Figure 11: Letter sent from India to USA with censor passed mark containing “Help to defend your 

country” Bombay War Gifts Fund label. 

 

 

Figure 12: Another letter sent within India in 1940 containing variety of “Help to defend your 

country” Bombay War Gifts Fund label. 



 

Figure 13: Letter sent from India containing “Help to defend your country” Sind War Gifts Fund 

label. 

 

Figure 14: Letter sent within India containing “Buy a bomber” B.B.C.I. Bomber Fund label. 

 

Figure 15: Letter sent from India to Australia containing “Buy Defence Loans” label. 



 

Figure 16: Usage of “For India’s Defence Services” label on Maihar State court paper. 

 

Figure 17: Usage of another “For India’s Defence Services” label (only Hindi language used) on 

Sitamau state court paper. 

 

Figure 18: There were many “For India’s Defence Services” label printed in various colors. 



 

Figure 19: “Make India Strong. Buy Defence Savings Certificates” printed letter with “Buy Post 

Office Cash Certificates” slogan marking used in Bombay in 1943. 

 

Figure 20: A letter posted in Khar with printed “Help Him to Defend You. Buy Defence Loans” 

slogan along with Indian soldier indicating he was protecting motherland India. 

 

Figure 21: Another franking “Give to swell the war gifts fund and help those fighting for you” used 

on cover from India to USA in 1941. 



There were princely states which themselves issued such labels to support the war effort. British 

encouraged them to issue such thing to show mass support coming from India itself. 

 

Figure 22: Shown above is such labels issued by Sangli state in similar pattern to what was issued 

by Bombay War Gift’s Fund labels. 

 

Figure 23: Hyderabad state issued various labels in different languages to show they were faithful 

ally to the British. 

 

Figure 24: A letter showing war charity label with war memorial and Secundrabad cantonment 

posted in Hyderabad state. 



Victory Related Propaganda  
Finally, there were propaganda related to victory. As the war was spreading various parts of the 

world, patience was wearing out, suffering was increasing there was need to convince people 

victory was coming. It was that final push that could turn the tide in the favor of allied nations. 

British (and allied nations) issued various labels, leaflets, and postal stationery (Airgraphs, Vmails, 

Printed letters, franking, slogans) to claim victory.   

 

 

Figure 25: A letter showing war ‘V For Victory with Churchill’ label posted from India to USA in 

1942. 

 

 

Figure 26: Another letter posted from India to USA in 1943 having Victory related propaganda 

printed on the cover. 



 

Figure 27: A letter posted in Morvi state having ‘V For Victory’ printed along with ‘Relief Fund 

War Seal’ label in 1941. 

 

Figure 28: A letter posted in Travancore state having ‘V For Victory’ printed. 

 

Figure 29: A letter sent from India to Jerusalam in 1941 having victory (with morse code) label. 



 

Figure 30: A letter posted from India to USA in 1942 having ‘CALVARY and Victory’ label. 

 

Figure 31: Another letter posted from India to Australia in 1941 having 4 different ‘Victory’ labels. 

 

Figure 32: This letter carries label which shows India salutes China in war effort with victory 

symbol. The propaganda was not only used for victory but also bringing allied nations and their 

effort together. India was major base for training Chinese soldiers to contain Japanese advances. 



 

Figure 33: A pamphlet encouraging people to invest in defence saving certificates for victory. 

 

Figure 34: A postcard having V for Victory franking used in Patiala state in 1941. 

 

Figure 35: A letter posted in India having ‘V’ franking in 1946. There were many varieties of victory 

related franking used by different princely states and British ruled states. Something like this one 

was so creative where many tiny V were used to create a large V sign. 



There were various slogans created to not only spread the propaganda but also encourage 

people’s participation in the war to make them feel they were party of upcoming victory.  

 

Figure 36: A letter posted with “Careless Talk Cost Lives” along with V (Victory) slogan in 1945. 

 

Figure 37: Another slogan “A.R.P. Are You Prepared” along with V (Victory) used in 1943. 

 

Figure 38: A letter posted in 1942 with slogan “Join the A.R.P” along with V (Victory). 



 

Figure 39: A letter posted in 1945 from India to USA with “Save for Victory” franking. 

 

Figure 40: Another franking encouraging people to invest in defense saving certificates with 

upcoming victory used in 1945. 

 

Figure 41: Similar message as shown in Figure 39 printed on letter used in 1945. 

 



 

Figure 42: A British Military Air Letter Card posted in 1943 from Indian Forces in Middle East 

wishing home ‘Happy Christmas and Victorious New Year’. 

 

Figure 43: Another British Military Air Letter Card posted with Victory Greetings after the victory 

in 1946. While above was meant for British soldiers, this one showed how various Indian 

regiments and soldiers had contributed to the victory. A rather rare propaganda because most 

of them still showed as if victory was all due to British efforts as evident in next page. 



After the victory in war, British India issued victory stamps to commemorate the events but unlike 

what was done in other dominions, there was still propaganda used to show victory was hard 

earned by British rulers and allied effort. The goal was to deprive Indians from feeling victorious 

as British had realized their days were numbered in India. The empire was about to end. 

 

 

Figure 44: A private victory commemoration FDC cover still showing King George VI behind the 

victory. 

 

 

Figure 45: Another private victory commemoration FDC cover showing an allied (barring India) 

effort behind victory. 



Propaganda against British India and British Indian Soldiers 
This topic can’t be concluded unless we show the propaganda done by Axis forces against British 

India and British Indian soldiers. While there are not so many examples of postal usage of such 

materials in existence as we find for allied ones, below are some examples. 

 

Figure 46: An Indian Independence League (IIL/INA) propaganda leaflet against British Indian Troops. The 

leaflet tries to show all allied rulers (Churchill and Roosevelt) were suppressing Indian freedom movement 

and keeping leaders like Gandhi behind bar. It asked British Indian soldiers to revolt and join INA instead. 

 

Figure 47: A letter posted in Philippines under Japanese occupation containing franking of ‘Greater East 

Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere’ conference with Indian flag (represented by INA). Japanese tried to legitimize 

the Provisional Government of Free India by including them in such propaganda movement where idea 

was to show Asia was for Asiatic. 



 

Figure 48: A Japanese issued propaganda postcard showing fall of Singapore and surrender of British 

soldiers. 

 

 

 

Figure 49: An Indian Independence League (IIL/INA) propaganda leaflet showing the same picture. IIL/INA 

used fall of Singapore to convince Indian soldiers’ part of British Indian army to join them. The propaganda 

was also used to claim upcoming victory under Japanese guidance to Indian people. 



 

Figure 50: Another Indian Independence League (IIL/INA) propaganda leaflet showing Indian National 

Army was ready for battle against British to free India. Most of these leaflets were prepared under 

Japanese guidance. 

 

 

 

Figure 51: This letter is used post Indian Independence, but it shows Azad Hind stamps that were issued 

by INA under Subhas Chandra Bose. Those stamps or propaganda labels were never recognized. One of 

them shows a Sikh soldier ready for the battle like what’s shown in propaganda leaflet above. 



 

Figure 52: This is possibly printed by the German Propaganda Ministry, depicts an Indian woman standing 

near a tombstone. It implies that the Indians are against the British and soon rise against them. Most of 

these postcards were printed in Portuguese which was neutral country during the war and battleground 

for British and German propaganda for and against India during WW2.  

 

 

Figure 53: Another German propaganda card depicts American president Roosevelt holding a peace pipe 

to a tethered group that he apparently intends to enslave. Along with Churchill, it shows an Indian. 

 



 

Figure 54: Shown above is a German propaganda leaflet showing how prisoners of war (Indian soldiers) 

were well treated. It encourages them to surrender to German forces. 

 

Figure 55: Another German propaganda leaflet showing Subhas Chandra Bose. It praises Bose and says he 

is ever ready to lay down his life for his country and for you. And now he is calling for you to join in his 

fight for freedom. Such leaflets were used to influence Indian soldiers fighting in Europe and parts of Africa 

to lay down their arms and join Bose to fight against British. 

 



Conclusion 
While Allied and Axis nations were busy fighting propaganda war against each other, it was Indian soldiers 

who fought (remember for empire and honor slogan of WW1) and against British during WW2. 

Sometimes, it was the same soldiers who first fought for the British and then later joined Indian National 

Army to fight against British (rule) after getting captured by the Japanese or German forces. And that’s 

what make this propaganda war more interesting where Allied (especially British) forces had to be very 

careful crafting such materials.  

Imagine pitting Gandhi against Bose where both the leaders had their own huge following in India and 

other parts of the empire where Indian population was significant in the numbers. While British tried to 

show Bose in bad light (traitor), IIL/INA leaflets never did the same. They used Gandhi also in their own 

favor knowing the key to Independence was keeping everyone together. So, while there was sinister 

agenda in play (Japanese used IIL/INA to serve their own purpose), IIL/INA were careful in their 

propaganda never to hurt feeling of Indian people (as their goal was to liberate India). It was the Indian 

soldiers who were caught in the middle of this propaganda war. 

 

Below is an example of an IIL/INA issued war propaganda leaflet which depicts (the propaganda and 

dilemma of Indian Soldiers) it in best possible manner. 

 

 

Feel free to share your thoughts and feedback with me at jbareria@gmail.com 


